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ABSTRACT
The present study deals with an experimental (EXP) and finite element (FEA) investigation for
studying internal confinement during construction by using stirrups densification at top and
bottom of columns and the regular stirrups distribution along length of columns with different
slenderness ratio (λ). Also, it deals with the effect of external confinement for damaged (RC)
columns by using steel jacketing technique with a various percentage of covered steel surface
area to column surface area (36,42,50,57 and 64). A total of twenty reinforced concrete
columns specimens having a cross section of 125 x 250 mm and a different slenderness 6, 8, 10
and 12 have been tested. Columns were divided in two stages; First stage tested four columns
to studying internal confinement during construction. It consists of four column specimens
with a different slenderness ratio 6, 8, 10 and 12 tested. The results in first stage; give a
decrease in the load carrying by increasing the slenderness ratio.
The increase in internal stirrups volumetric ratio by using densification of stirrups along of
column resulted in higher ultimate load. The failure of columns caused due to spall off concrete
after stirrups densification zone, thus signifying the large stress concentration after
densification directly. Second stage tested twenty columns until failure to study the internal
and external confinement for damaged (RC) columns. All damaged concrete parts were
removed and replaced the loose concrete part with grout mortar and retrofitted by using steel
straps jacketing technique. The steel jacket consists of four vertical steel angles placed at each
corner of column and connected together with horizontal steel straps. The results in second
stage; gives an increases in the column carrying capacity by increasing percentage of covered
steel surface area to column surface area and decrease by increasing slenderness ratio.
The optimum percentages of covered steel surface area to column surface area are 25, 28, 32
and 36 % for different slenderness ratio 6, 8, 10 and 12 for the rehabilitation of damaged (RC)
columns so that the column reaches the original. Faire agreement was found between finite
element (FEA) results and experimental (EXP) results. However, the (FEA) models can
identify the structure behavior of tested columns and can be excellent alternative of destructive
laboratory test.
KEYWORDS : (RC) Columns; Capacity; Axially Loaded; Slenderness Ratio; Stirrups;
Densification; Rehabilitation; Failure Load; Straps; Experimental (EXP);
Finite Element (FEA)
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ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﺜﯿﻒ اﻟﻜﺎﻧﺎت وإﻋﺎدة اﻟﺘﺄھﯿﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳﻠﻮك اﻷﻋﻤﺪة اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻄﯿﻠﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ
٢

و ھﺸﺎم ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺰ اﻟﺪﯾﻦ٢  و ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻛﺎﻣﻞ ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﺤﻤﯿﺪ٢ و ﻣﺤﻤـﺪ ﻗﺎﺳــﻢ اﻟﺴﻤــﻨﻲ١ ﻣﺤﻤﻮد اﻟﺴﯿﺪ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ
 ﺟﻤﮭﻮرﯾﺔ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ- ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﺔ ﺑﻤﻌﮭﺪ اﻟﺠﺰﯾﺮة اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ واﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﯿﺎ اﻟﻤﻘﻄﻢ – اﻟﻘﺎھﺮة١
 ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻷزھﺮ –ﻣﺪﯾﻨﺔ ﻧﺼﺮ – اﻟﻘﺎھﺮة – ﺟﻤﮭﻮرﯾﺔ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ- ﻛﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ- ﻗﺴﻢ اﻟﮭﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻤﺪﻧﯿﺔ٢
اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ
ﺗﺘﻨﺎول اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺎﺛﯿﺮ ﺗﻜﺜﯿﻒ اﻟﻜﺎﻧﺎت اﺳﻔﻞ واﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﻋﻤﺪة اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﺤﺔ وﻛﺬﻟﻚ اﻟﺘﻮزﯾﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﻈﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﺎﻣﻞ طﻮل اﻟﻌﻤﻮد
ﻣﻊ ﺗﻐﯿﺮ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻨﺤﺎﻓﺔ ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﺘﻨﺎول اﯾﻀﺎ اﻋﺎدة ﺗﺎھﯿﻞ اﻻﻋﻤﺪة اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻔﺔ ﺣﯿﺚ ﺗﻢ ازاﻟﺔ ﺟﻤﯿﻊ اﻻﺟﺰاء اﻟﺨﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻟﻔﺔ
 ﻗﺪ ﺑﯿﻨﺖ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ان. ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ارﺑﻌﺔ زواﯾﺎ رأﺳﯿﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻻرﻛﺎن ﻣﻊ ﺧﻮص اﻓﻘﯿﺔ ﺑﻌﺮض ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ.واﺳﺘﺒﺪاﻟﮭﺎ ﺑﻤﻮﻧﮫ اﻟﺠﺮاوت
 اﻟﺘﻮزﯾﻊ اﻟﻤﻨﺘﻈﻢ ﻟﻠﻜﺎﻧﺎت ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﺎﻣﻞ طﻮل اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻛﺜﺮ ﻓﺎﻋﻠﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ.زﯾﺎدة ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻨﺤﺎﻓﺔ ﺗﺆدى اﻟﻰ اﻧﺨﻔﺎض ﺣﻤﻞ اﻻﻧﮭﯿﺎر
 اﯾﻀﺎ اﻧﮭﯿﺎر اﻻﻋﻤﺪة ﯾﻘﻊ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮه ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﻨﻄﻔﺔ ﺗﻜﺜﯿﯿﻒ اﻟﻜﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮه ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺪل ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺮﻛﯿﺰ.اﻟﺘﻜﺜﺜﯿﻒ اﻋﻠﻰ واﺳﻔﻞ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد
اﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻤﺆﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﺜﻠﻰ ﻟﺤﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﻐﻄﯿﺔ.زﯾﺎدة ﻧﺴﺒﺔ ﺣﺪﯾﺪ اﻟﺘﻐﻄﯿﺔ ﯾﺆدى اﻟﻰ زﯾﺎدة ﺣﻤﻞ اﻻﻧﮭﯿﺎر.اﻻﺟﮭﺎد ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻜﺜﯿﯿﻒ
.١٢ - ١٠ - ٨ – ٦  اﻟﻤﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻨﺤﺎﻓﺔ% ٣٦ – ٣٢ – ٢٨ – ٢٥ھﻰ
 ؛ﺗﺤﻤﯿﻞ ﻣﺤﻮرى؛ﻧﺴﺒﮫ ﻧﺤﺎﻓﺔ؛ﻛﺎﻧﺎت؛ﺗﻜﺜﯿﻒ ؛ أﻋﺎده ﺗﺄھﯿﻞ ؛ ﺣﻤﻞ:  ﺗﺤﻤﯿﻞ:  أﻋﻤﺪه ﺧﺮﺳﺎﻧﯿﮫ ﻣﺴﻠﺤﺔ: اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت اﻟﻤﻔﺘﺎﺣﯿﺔ
٠ اﻻﻧﮭﯿﺎر؛ﺧﻮﺻﺔ؛ﻋﻤﻠﻰ؛ﻋﻨﺎﺻﺮﻣﺤﺪدة
INTRODUCTION
The most critical structure elements used to resist several loads in the building which play a
significant role are the columns. Numbers of reinforced concrete columns may be damaged by
earthquakes or due to the deficiencies in the design. The columns can deteriorate for several
reasons such as the evolution and changing habits of the loads. In addition, the columns
during construction may be subjected to several problems. When those problems occur, the
columns exhibit damage and the columns cannot reach their ultimate load carrying capacity.
Therefore, rehabilitation of columns is necessary. Engineers have used different methods and
techniques to strengthen columns by providing internal confining stresses during construction
and external confining stresses after construction.
Internal confinement means that the internal configuration of transverse reinforcement
should be made in a way to increase the lateral resistance of reinforced concrete columns and
consequently increasing the ultimate compressive capacity of column. Many researchers
investigated the internal confinement of reinforced concrete columns. Only a few studies
involved the effect of stirrups densification at top and bottom of (RC) columns and regular
densification along of (RC) columns with different slenderness ratio.
External confinement means that the external configuration of steel detailing combined
with new concrete jacket or configuration of techniques of steel jacket are used to enhance the
performance of original reinforcement concrete members. When the RC columns are subjected
to large deformation due to seismic motion, the ability to resist the acting loads will be based
on the internal confinement while the column core is weak and can't resist such deformation,
additional external confinement should be applied. Many researchers investigated the
strengthening of reinforced concrete columns .Only a few studies involved rehabilitation of
damaged reinforced concrete columns. So, the purpose of the present study is investigated the
effect of stirrups densification at top and bottom of (RC) columns and regular densification
along of (RC) columns as well as rehabilitation damaged reinforced concrete columns with
different slenderness ratio .
Etman, E. (2010) [1] presented an experimental program consisted of twenty seven
specimens to investigate the behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) columns with slenderness
ratio (λ=20) for the un-braced rectangular columns under the effect of eccentric loads. The
program contained three groups each have 9 specimens. The first group was considered as a
control group tested without confinement and the second group was confined by using near
surface mounted (NSM) longitudinal steel bars while the third group was confined by using
NSM longitudinal steel bars partially wrapped with one ply of carbon fibers reinforced
polymers (CFRP) sheets. In addition to the strengthening schemes, the test parameters included
the investigation on the change in the ratio of the internal longitudinal steel bars as well as the
1.
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stirrups’ volumetric ratio. All specimens were tested by eccentric loading with eccentricity-to
section height e/h equals 0.25. The results shown that the strengthening columns for third
group showed better improvement in load capacity at the same value of lateral buckling than
columns strengthened by second group. Increasing the longitudinal internal reinforcement for
the strengthened columns did not show the same increase in ultimate load as in reference
columns.
Soliman, A. E. K. S. (2011) [2] investigated the behavior of long concrete columns
confined by means of proper plastic tube including failure mechanisms with theoretical model
for calculation of the column capacity. The influence of column slenderness ratio on their axial
load capacity, axial strains, and radial strains were also investigated. The experimental program
was classified into three different groups with slenderness ratios from 9 to 18. Test results
showed that, utilizing plastic tube for confinement significantly influences the failure
mechanisms of concrete columns. Results also showed that the stiffness of the tested long
confined concrete columns specimens increases as slenderness ratio decreases.
Malhotra, et al. (2013) [3] investigated (R.C) columns with three different slenderness
ratios 3, 7 and 15. These specimens were further divided in to three categories. First category
consisted of three unconfined control columns from each size group, second category consisted
of three column confined with ferrocement using one layer of wire mesh and third category
consisted of three columns confined with ferrocement using two layers of wire mesh. All the
columns were tested under monotonic uniaxial compression loading. The results showed that
ferrocement confinement increases the load carrying capacity and decreases the lateral
deflection. The increase in slenderness ratio results in a decrease of strength of the ferrocement
confinement.
Hales, T. A., et al. (2016) [4] studied the behavior of slender high-strength concrete
columns reinforced with glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars and spirals subjected to
concentric and eccentric axial loads. Large-scale tests were conducted for nine circular
concrete columns (three short and six slender) reinforced with internal GFRP-spirals and either
steel, GFRP, or a combination of steel and GFRP longitudinal bars. The short and slender
columns have slenderness ratios equal to 10 and 49, respectively. Axial load tests were
conducted with loads placed concentrically (short columns) and at two eccentricities (slender
columns) to observe the general behavior associated with different geometric and loading
conditions. The behavior of slender columns with small eccentricity (8.3% of the column size)
was governed by material failure, while that of slender columns with large eccentricity (33% of
column size) was governed by a buckling failure. The research shows that GFRP spirals and
GFRP longitudinal bars are a viable method of reinforcement for slender concrete columns
subjected to eccentric axial loads.
Sheikh, T. R., et al. (2017) [5] investigated the confinement of (RC) short square columns
with ferrocement jacketing. A total of six RC short square columns were casted and three of
them were taken as control specimens. The specimens were tested to failure after 28 days under
pure axial concentric loading in order to investigate the effect of strengthening with
ferrocement jacket as an alternative technique to classical RC Jacketing. The observed
experimental ultimate axial load carrying capacity of retrofitted columns was compared with
the calculated theoretical values. Moreover, the effect of jacketing on the slenderness ratio of
column was also studied and initial cracking load as well as ultimate load carrying capacity
were recorded and discussed for future scope. From the result analysis, it was observed that the
retrofitted column showed an increase of 62% in the ultimate load carrying capacity.
The objective of the presented study is to determine the effect of stirrups densification and
rehabilitation on behavior of rectangular (RC) columns as follows:i.
Studying the effect of internal confinement by using stirrups densification at top and
bottom of columns and the regular distribution along length of columns with different
slenderness ratio.
ii.
Studying the effect of external confinement by using steel jacketing technique with
various percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area on the behavior
of damaged (RC) columns.
iii. Determination of optimum percentages of covered steel surface area to column surface
area to rehabilitation damaged (RC) columns.
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iv.

Obtain of failure modes before and after rehabilitation of damage columns for (RC)
columns.
v.
Presenting finite element model to simulate the studying the effect of internal
confinement by using stirrups densification at top and bottom of columns as well as the
regular stirrups distribution along of columns.
vi.
Presenting finite element model to simulate studying effect of external confinement by
using steel jacketing technique with various percentage of covered steel surface area to
column surface area on the behavior of damaged (RC) columns.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
A total of twenty reinforced concrete column specimens having a cross section of 125 x
250 mm and a different slenderness 6,8,10 and 12.All columns contained six longitudinal
reinforcement normal mild steel bars 8mm diameter and stirrups 6mm diameter bars . The
longitudinal reinforcement was 8mm diameter with yield strength 280MPa, providing a steel
content of 1% of the cross section.
2.1. COLUMNS

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

CHARACTERISTICS
2.1.1. USED MATERIALS
Fine aggregates having sizes in the range of (0.075 - 0.3 mm) was used as a fine
aggregate in the mix.
Crushed stone has a maximum nominal size of (0.07-20.0 mm) was used as a coarse
aggregate in the mix.
Ordinary Portland cement obtained from Siena factory was used in all the experimental
work. The usual chemical and physical properties are in compliance with the Egyptian
Standard Specification (BS EN) 197-1/2011.
Clean fresh water is used for mixing and curing the specimens. Percentage of water
cement ratio 50%.
Normal mild steel bars St24/37 of diameter 8.0 and 6 mm were used.
The concrete mix used in all specimens was designed according to the Egyptian code of
practice. The concrete mix was designed to obtain target strength of 20 MPa at the age
of 28 days. The mix proportions of the concrete are shown in Table [1].
Using cementations mix (Cetorex grout mortar) that needs only the addition of water
achieving a high strength non-shrink mortar.
The steel angles used in rehabilitation have a yield stress of 325 MPa and tensile
strength of 420 MPa.
Kemapoxy 165 an adhesive mortar is pre-filled medium viscosity and solvent free. It
contains two components product on the basis of modified epoxy resin giving an
appropriate hardening system.

2.2. INTERNAL

CONFINEMENT BY USING DENSIFICATION OF STIRRUPS
DURING CONSTRUCTION
The work carried out has been planned to investigate effect of internal confinement by
using stirrups densification at top and bottom of columns with different slenderness ratio as
shown in Table [2]. Details of group-1 as follows:Group -1:- Consists of four column specimens with a different slenderness ratio 6, 8, 10 and 12
tested under axial load which have a different percentage of stirrups densification height to
total column height [∆/H] are 33,25, 20, and 17 % and the stirrups volumetric ratio [ρ t %] are
0.93,0.82, 0.76 and 0.72 % respectively as shown in Figure [1] and Figure [2].The spacing
between stirrups in densification zone is 41.67 mm, While the spacing between stirrups in out
of densification zone is 125 mm according to code limits (The maximum vertical spacing for
stirrups is 15x the smallest longitudinal bar diameter or width of column but not more than 200
mm).The minimum stirrups volumetric ratio is 0.25% according to ECP 203.
2.3. STRAIN GAUGES
Strain Gauges have been mounted inside all specimens on the two longitudinal
reinforcement bars and two strain gauges were also mounted externally on the rehabilitated
columns. The location of strain gauges mounted inside and outside all specimens as follows:-
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2.3.1. INTERNAL STRAIN
Two strain gauges have been located at the mid height on the longitudinal reinforcement
bars. One of these gauges was firmly fixed on the vertical corner steel bar (Strain I); while the
other was firmly fixed on the middle vertical steel bar (Strain II).
2.3.2. EXTERNAL STRAIN
One of these gauges was firmly fixed at the second steel strap from column top (Strain III);
while the other was mounted on the fourth steel strap from column top (strain IV).
The strain gauges used were manufactured by TOKYO SOKKI KENKYUJO CO. LYD.
The used type named PFL-30-11-3L, which has a resistance of 120.4 ± 0.5nd % Ohms at 11ºC,
and a gauge factor of 2.13 ± 1.0%. Figure (3) the location of strain gauges.
2.4. CASTING AND CURING OF COLOUMNS
The tested columns were casted in wooden forms and a mechanical vibrator was used.
Figure [4] shows the wooden forms. Columns forms were removed and columns specimens
were cured. Figure [5] and Figure [6] show casting and curing columns respectively.
2.5.
TESTING SETUP AND PROCEDURE
2.5.1. TESTING SETUP
All column specimens were tested under static axially loads at the material laboratory of AlAzhar University. Loading frame was manufactured to resist the expected maximum load. The
loading frame and test setup is shown in Figure [7].All columns were tested until failure after
28 days from casting.
2.5.2. LOAD JACK, LOAD CELL AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The testing load was applied using hydraulic jack with manual pump as shown in Figure [7].
Data acquisition system connected to load cell consisted of a computer and the lab tech
notebook software.
2.6.
EXTERNAL CONFINEMENT FOR DAMAGED (RC) COLUMNS
All columns were tested until damage after 28 days from casting then rehabilitated it to reach
to original before damage. The rehabilitation was carried out in two phases; local and general
rehabilitation.
2.6.1. LOCAL REHABILITATION TECHNIQUE FOR DAMAGED COLUMNS
For damaged concrete areas, loose concrete is removed and the surface is roughened and dust
is removed. Temporary cast form is constructed. After one day, the form can be removed and
fresh concrete can be chipped away. Figure [8] shows a localized removal and replacement of a
damaged part of a concrete column.
2.6.1.1.
REMOVAL OF DAMAGE CONCRETE AREAS
Damaged concrete areas and loose concrete were removed, the surface is roughened and dust is
removed as shows in Figure [9].
2.6.1.2.
REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGE CONCRETE AREAS BY CASTING
GROUT MORTAR
The damaged columns were placed in their own forms then the surface of the old concrete are
painted by adhesive material to ensure adhesion of the concrete surface of the old concrete with
grout mortar as shows in Figure [10]. CETOREX grout mortar with high-strength, non-shrink
was used for replacing the damaged concrete part and restore specimens dimension.
2.6.2. GENERAL REHABILITATION TECHNIQUE FOR DAMAGED COLUMNS
Steel jacketing technique used for rehabilitation damaged (RC) column by using four external
vertical steel angles (25x25x3) mm connected with horizontal steel straps. Figure [11] shows
general rehabilitation technique for damaged columns.
2.6.2.1.
FIXING OF VERTICAL STEEL ANGLE
A non-shrinkable material (KEMAPOXY 165) was used to fix the vertical steel angle in corner
of columns as shown in Figure [12].
2.6.2.2. WRAPING THE HORIZONTAL STRAPS AND FIXATION BY WELDED IN THE
VERTICAL ANGLES
The horizontal straps were wrapped on the column. Straps and angles were fixed by welding as
shown in Figure [13].
2.6.2.3.
FIXING OF HORIZONTAL STEEL STRAPS
Figure [14] shows applying epoxy adhesive mortar to ensure full contact between straps and
surface of concrete columns.
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The experimental program for external confinement for damaged (RC) columns is shown in
Table [3] contains of four groups as following:Group -1R:-Consists of five column specimens with a same slenderness ratio 6 tested under
axial load which have a percentage of stirrups densification height to total column height
[∆/H= 33%] and the stirrups volumetric ratio [ρ t %=0.93%]. Also it was rehabilitated by using
four external vertical steel angles (25x25x3) mm connected with horizontal steel 7 straps with a
variable width 20,30,40,50 and 60 mm [percentage of covered steel surface area to column
surface area 36,42,50,57 and 64%] welded to the angles as shown in Figure [15] as example.
Group -2R:-Consists of five column specimens with a same slenderness ratio 8 tested under
axial load which have a percentage of stirrups densification height to total column height
[∆/H=25%] and the stirrups volumetric ratio [ρ t %] (0.82 %). Also it was rehabilitated by
using four external vertical steel angles (25x25x3) mm connected with horizontal steel 9 straps
with a variable width 20,30,40,50 and 60 mm [percentage of covered steel surface area to
column surface area 36,42,50,57 and 64%] welded to the angles.
Group -3R:-Consists of five column specimens with a same slenderness ratio10 tested under
axial load which have a percentage of stirrups densification height to total column height [∆/H
=20 %] and the stirrups volumetric ratio [ρ t %] (0.76 % ).Also it was rehabilitated by using
four external vertical steel angles (25x25x3) mm connected with horizontal steel 11 straps with
a variable width 20,30,40,50 and 60 mm [percentage of covered steel surface area to column
surface area 36,42,50,57 and 64%] welded to the angles.
Group -4R:-Consists of five column specimens with a same slenderness ratio12 tested under
axial load which have a percentage of stirrups densification height to total column height [∆/H
=17 %] and the stirrups volumetric ratio [ρ t %] (0.72 % ).Also it was rehabilitated by using
four external vertical steel angles (25x25x3) mm connected with horizontal steel 13 straps with
a variable width 20,30,40,50 and 60 mm [percentage of covered steel surface area to column
surface area 36,42,50,57 and 64%] welded to the angles.
Figure [16] shows details of rehabilitated damage (RC) columns with a different slenderness
ratio (6, 8, 10 and 12) and percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area 36%
as example.
EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS
3.1. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS FOR INTERNAL CONFINEMENT FOR (RC) DURING
CONSTRUCTION
Table [2] shows the ultimate loads obtained from (EXP) results for columns with internal
confinement.
3.1.1. ULTIMATE LOADS
Figure [17] shows the effect of slenderness ratio on the ultimate loads for columns with
internal confinement by using densification of stirrups during construction [∆/H] (33, 25, 20,
and 17 %).
From Figure [17], it can be shown that the use of internal confinement by using densification
of stirrups during construction gives a decrease in the load carrying by increasing the
slenderness.
3.1.2. MODES OF FAILURE
For group-1 with internal confinement by using densification of stirrups at top + bottom of
columns as increasing load inclined cracks started to appear on surface of column. The cracks
increased with the increasing load the column. The concrete cover spall off and a visible
buckling of longitudinal reinforcement with outside buckling in the stirrups occurred from one
side. When the load reached failure load, crushing was observed and total collapse of
specimens occurred as shown in Figure [18].It was found from Figure [18] that the failure of
columns caused due to spall off concrete after the stirrups densification zone.
3.
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EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS FOR EXTERNAL CONFINEMENT FOR
DAMAGED (RC) COLUMNS
Table [3] shows the ultimate loads obtained from (EXP) results for columns with external
confinement.
3.2.

3.2.1.
ULTIMATE LOADS
Figure [19] shows the relationship between slenderness ratio (λ) and ultimate load with
different percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area (ASS) 36,42,50,57 and
64 % and control columns. It can be shown from Figure [19] that the used internal and external
confinement by using densification of stirrups and different parentage of covered steel surface
area to column surface area gives a decrease in the load carrying by increasing the slenderness.
Figure [20] shows the relationship between slenderness ratio (λ) and percentage of columns
carrying capacity with different percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area
(ASS) 36,42,50,57 and 64 % and control columns. It can be shown from Figure [20] that the
column carrying capacity decreases by increasing the slenderness ratio.
Figure [21] shows the relationship between percentage of column carrying capacity and
percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area for columns with a different
slenderness ratio 6,8,10 and 12. It can be shown from Figure [21] that the column carrying
capacity increases by increasing percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface
area for damaged (RC) columns.
3.2.2. LOAD AND STRAIN IN INTERNAL REINFORCEMENT AND EXTERNAL
STEEL STRAPS
Figure [22] shows the relationship between load and strain at corner and middle steel bars for
vertical internal reinforcement as well as strain at second and fourth steel straps for group -1R
with slenderness ratio (λ=6) and percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface
area (ASS = 36%) for example . Table (3) shows load and recorded strain at external steel
straps. It was found that the recorded strain increases by increasing percentage of covered steel
surface area to column surface area and ductility increase.
3.2.3. MODES OF FAILURE
Figure [23] shows modes of failure for rehabilitated columns. It was found that the failure
occurred in the top third of the column height. The position of failure is after to the second
strap.
4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The finite element package ANSYS 15.0 was used in order to simulate the obtained
experimental testing by introducing a numerical model. The tested columns in the experimental
work were modeled to determine the failure loads and strains to simulate the effect internal
confinement by using densification of stirrups and external confinement by using four external
vertical steel angles connected with horizontal steel straps (Steel jacketing technique).
4.1. STAGES OF FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
There are five main stages to model columns specimen:i.
Defining element types, real constants, and material properties.
ii.
Modeling the geometry of column specimens.
iii. Meshing the specimen geometry.
iv.
Applying boundary conditions and loads on specimen.
v.
Loading procedure and analysis of the results.
4.1.1. MODEL OF CONCRETE
The concrete is modeled using hexahedral elements (SOLID 65) type with eight corner nodes
having three translation degrees of freedom at each node. The Young's modulus for concrete
was taken 19677 MPa and Poisson's ratio was taken to be (0.2). The stress- strain curve was
defined for concrete element in "ANSYS" program with f cu= 20 MPa as shown in Figure [24].
Figure [25] shows concrete elements.
4.1.2. MODEL OF LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT
STEEL ELEMENTS
The longitudinal and transverse steel is modeled using LINK180 element type. Both yielding
and strain-hardening failure modes can be accounted. The yield stress, F y = 280 MPa. The
Young's modulus for reinforcement was taken 2.0 x 105 MPa and Poisson's ratio was taken to
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be (0.3). The idealized stress-strain curve for the internal vertical and horizontal reinforcement was used
in the finite element model as shown in [26]. Figure [27] shows create longitudinal and transverse
reinforcement elements.
4.1.3. MODEL OF LOADING PLATE
The loading plate is modeled using (SOLID 45) element type. This element is defined by eight nodes
which three degrees of freedom. The Young's modulus for internal steel was taken 2.0 x 105 MPa and
Poisson's ratio was assumed to be (0.3).
4.1.4. MODEL OF STEEL JACKET [ANGLES AND STRAPS]
The proposed rehabilitation technique consists of four vertical steel angles connected together by using
with horizontal steel straps with different dimension. The steel jacket is modeled using quadrilateral
shell elements SHELL181, with four nodes each of six degree of freedom of yield stress, F y = 325
MPa. The Young's modulus for reinforcement was taken 2.0x105 MPa and Poisson's ratio was taken to
be (0.3). Figure [28] shows the modeling of steel jacket.
4.1.5. APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOADS ON SPECIMEN
Boundary conditions were applied accordingly to simulate the experimental conditions at the base joints
of specimen in horizontal translations and rotations in three directions as shown in Figure [29].
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL FINITE ELEMENTS
RESULTS
5.1. ULTIMATE LOADS
Table [4] shows comparison between ultimate loads obtained from (EXP) and (FEA) analysis for (RC)
columns with internal confinement during construction.
Table [5] shows comparison between ultimate loads obtained from (EXP) and (FEA) analysis for (RC)
columns with external confinement for damaged (RC) columns.
Figure [30] shows comparison between slenderness ratio (λ) and ultimate load obtained from (FEA) and
(EXP) results for columns with internal confinement by using different percentage of stirrups
densification (∆/h) 33, 25, 20 and 17% and different slenderness ratio (λ) 6,8,10 and 12 respectively.
Figure [31] shows comparison between slenderness ratio (λ) and ultimate load obtained from (FEA) and
(EXP) results for external confinement for damaged (RC) columns with different slenderness ratio (λ)
6,8,10 and 12 and percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area (ASS) 36%.
Figure [32] shows comparison between slenderness ratio (λ) and percentage of column carrying
capacity obtained from (FEA) and (EXP) results external confinement for damaged (RC) columns with
different slenderness ratio (λ) 6,8,10 and 12 and percentage of covered steel surface area to column
surface area (ASS) 36%.
Figure [33] shows comparison between percentage of columns carrying capacity and percentage of
covered steel area to column surface area (ASS) obtained from (FEA) and (EXP) results external
confinement for damaged (RC) columns.
The obtained results showed Faire agreement between finite element (FEA) results and experimental
(EXP) results and the results obtained from (FEA) is greater than results obtained from (EXP).
5.2.
MODES OF FAILURE
Figures [34 to 37] show comparison between modes of failure obtained from (FEA) and (EXP) model
for columns with internal confinement by using stirrups densification at top and bottom of columns
[∆/H] 33%, 25.20.17 reactively. From the figures; it has been seen generally that, the failure of columns
are due to spall off concrete between stirrups densification zones, thus signifying large stress
concentration after densification directly. Faire agreement is obtained between finite element (FEA)
results and experimental (EXP) results.
Figure [38] show comparison between modes of failure obtained from (EXP.) and (FEA) for
rehabilitated columns by 4 angles 25 x 3 and straps 60 x3 mm. It can be shown from Figure [38] that
the obtained failure modes from (EXP) have the same shape of (FEA). From figure; it has been noticed
that the failure for rehabilitated columns occurred in the top third of the column height. \

PARAMETRIC STUDY AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS TO STUDY EFFECT OF
STIRRUPS DENSIFICATION
As illustrated in previous, finite element models performed with numerical analysis using
ANSYS15.0 predict truly the analysis and discussion of the effect of stirrups densification and
rehabilitation of reinforced concrete columns. Thus, it is possible to perform a parametric study
with numerical finite element model followed by indications as illustrated previously. Table [6]
shows parametric study by using (FEA) for regular stirrups distribution.
6.
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Figure [39] shows concrete dimension and reinforcement for group -2 consists of four columns
with a different slenderness ratio (λ = 6,8,10 and 12) and regular stirrups distribution each
41.67 mm as well as stirrups volumetric ratio equal 1.58%.The spacing between stirrups
according to code limits (The maximum vertical spacing for stirrups is 15x the smallest longitudinal bar
diameter or width of column but not more than 200 mm).The minimum stirrups volumetric ratio is
0.25% according to ECP 203.
Figure [40] shows comparison between slenderness ratio (λ) and ultimate load obtained from (FEA)
results for columns with internal confinement by using stirrups densification at top and bottom of
columns and regular stirrups distribution. It can be shown from Figure [40] that the effect of the
slenderness ratio on the load carrying capacity of columns with internal confinement by using
distribution of stirrups along of column during construction is more significant than that of columns
with internal confinement by using densification of stirrups at top + bottom of columns.
Finite element models performed with numerical analysis using ANSYS15.0 predict truly the analysis
and discussion of the optimum percentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area .Figure
[41] shows the relationship between slenderness ratio (λ) and the optimum percentage of covered steel
surface area to column surface area (Ass) for rehabilitated columns. It can be shown from Figure [41]
that the optimum percentages of covered steel surface area to column surface area are 25, 28, 32 and
36% for different slenderness ratio 6,8,10 and 12 respectively for the rehabilitation of damaged (RC)
columns so that the column reaches the original.
CONCLUSIONS
From the present study, the following conclusions are obtained:i.
The increase in internal stirrups volumetric ratio by using densification of stirrups along of
column during construction resulted in higher ultimate load.
ii.
The failures of columns are due to spall off concrete between stirrups densification zones, thus
signifying the large stress concentration after densification directly.
iii.
Steel jacketing technique proved to be an easy, inexpensive in rehabilitation of damaged (RC)
columns.
iv.
The column carrying capacity increases by increasing percentage of covered steel surface area
to column surface area and decreases by increasing slenderness ratio.
v.
The optimum percentages of covered steel surface area to column surface area are 25, 28, 32
and 36% for columns with different slenderness ratio 6,8,10 and 12 for the rehabilitation of
damaged (RC) columns so that the column reaches the original.
vi.
Faire agreement was found between finite element (FEA) results and experimental (EXP)
results. However, the (FEA) models can identify the structure behavior of tested columns and
can be excellent alternative of destructive laboratory test.
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Table [1] Concrete mix design
Constituents
Crushed stone
Gradate sand
Water
Cement
Water cement ratio (w/c)

Mixproportionsbyweightform3
1108 Kg
640 Kg
135 Liter
270 Kg
50 %
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b

t

h

Group-1

C11
C12
C13

stirrups
densificationattop
+bottomof
columns

125

Heightofstirrups
densificationzonesattop+
bottomofcolumns;
mm[Δ]

TotalNo.of
stirrups

Stirrups
volumetric
ratio;%
[ρt]

%ofstirrups
densificationattop+
bottomofcolumns;%
(∆/H)

Long.steel
ratio;[µ]

Ultimate
loads(EXP)
(KN)

750

6

11

0.93%

33%

1000

8

13

0.82%

25%

1250

10

15

0.76%

20%

614

1500

12

17

0.72%

17%

600

250

250

C14

Numberof
stirrupsat
densification
zones

Columns dimension;
(mm)

Stirrups
distribution
method

Slenderness
ratio[λ]

Groups

ColumnsNo.

Table [2] Internal confinement during construction for (RC) columns

660
626

8

1%

C14R
C15R
C21R
Group-2R

C22R
C23R
C24R
C25R
C31R

Group-3R

C32R
C33R
C34R
C35R
C41R

Group--4R

C42R
C43R
C44R
C45R

stirrupsdensificationattop+bottom
ofcolumns

C13R

stirrupsdensificationattop+bottom
ofcolumns

Group-1R

C12R

stirrupsdensificationattop+bottom
ofcolumns

C11R

stirrupsdensificationattop+bottom
ofcolumns

125

125

125

125

250

250

250

250

750

6

1000

250

8

1250

250

10

1500

8

8

250

12

8

250

8

11

13

15

17

Stirrupsvolumetric
ratio;%[ρt]

h

[Δ]
mm

TotalNo.ofstirrups

t

Numberofstirrupsat
densificationzones

b

Slendernessratio[λ]

Groups

ColumnsNo.

Stirrupsdistribution
method

Table [3] External confinement for damaged (RC) columns
Columnsdimension;
(mm)

0.93%

0.82%

0.76%

0.72%

Ultimateloadsform(EXP)
(KN)

Jacket
(∆/H)
%

33%

25%

20%

17%

Verticalsteel
angles

4L(25x3)
mm

4L(25x3)
mm

4L(25x3)
mm

4L(25x3)
mm

Horizontalsteelstraps

(Ass)
%

Internal
confineme
nt
(Control)

Internaland
external
confinement

Straininsteelstraps(%)
column
carrying
capacity
%

atsecond
steelstrap
from
columntop
(III)

atfourth
steelstrap
from
columntop
(IV)

7-straps20x3mm

36%

940

142%

0.029%

0.022%

7-straps30x3mm

42%

1020

١٥٥%

0.035%

0.027%

7-straps40x3mm

50%

1039

157%

0.040%

0.030%

7-straps50x3mm

57%

1061

161%

0.048%

0.033%

660

7-straps60x3mm

64%

1097

166%

0.049%

0.045%

9-straps20x3mm

36%

820

131%

0.028%

0.021%

9-straps30x3mm

42%

845

135%

0.034%

0.025%

9-straps40x3mm

50%

867

139%

0.039%

0.029%

9-straps50x3mm

57%

879

140%

0.045%

0.032%

9-straps60x3mm

64%

895

143%

0.049%

0.038%

11-straps20x3mm

36%

691

113%

0.028%

0.019%

11-straps30x3mm

42%

711

116%

0.030%

0.023%

11-straps40x3mm

50%

745

121%

0.036%

0.027%

11-straps50x3mm

57%

781

127%

0.041%

0.030%

626

614

11-straps60x3mm

64%

800

130%

0.047%

0.036%

13-straps20x3mm

36%

616

103%

0.022%

0.017%

13-straps30x3mm

42%

626

105%

0.030%

0.021%

13-straps40x3mm

50%

646

108%

0.035%

0.026%

13-straps50x3mm

57%

683

114%

0.041%

0.029%

13-straps60x3mm

64%

700

117%

0.044%

0.032%

600

R:
: Rehabilitated columns.
Δ:
: Height of stirrups densification zones at top + bottom of columns; mm [Δ]
(∆/H) : Parentage of stirrups densification at top + bottom of columns; %
A ss: : Parentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area

Group-1

C 11
C 12
C 13
C 14

stirrups
densification
at top +
bottom of
columns

b

125

t

Heightof
stirrups
densification
zonesattop
+bottomof
columns;
mm[Δ]

Number of
stirrups at
densification
zones

Stirrups
distribution
method

Columns
dimension;
(mm)
h

Slenderness
ratio [λ]

Columns No.

Groups

Table [4] Comparison between ultimate loads obtained from experimental and finite element analysis for
(RC) columns with internal confinement during construction

750

6

11

0.93 %

1000

8

13

0.82 %

250

250

Total
No. of
stirrups

Stirrups
volumetric
ratio; %
[ρ t]

% of stirrups
densification at
top + bottom of
columns; %
(∆/H)

Long.
steel
ratio;
[µ]

Ultimate loads
(KN)

(EXP)

(FEA)

33 %

660

665

25 %

626

629

8

1%

1250

10

15

0.76 %

20 %

614

620

1500

12

17

0.72 %

17 %

600

603
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C13R
C14R
C15R

C22R
C23R

Group -3R

C24R

TotalNo.of
stirrups
Stirrups
volumetricratio;
%[ρt]

h

Numberofstirrupsat
densificationzones

t

Slendernessratio
[λ]

Stirrupsdistribution
method

b

[Δ]
mm

Jacket

(∆/H)
%
Vertical
steelangles

(Ass)
%

Horizontalsteelstraps

7-straps20x3mm
7-straps30x3mm
125

250

750

6

250

8

11

0.93%

4L(25x3)
mm

33%

7-straps40x3mm
7-straps50x3mm
7-straps60x3mm
9-straps20x3mm
9-straps30x3mm

125

250

1000

8

250

8

13

0.82%

4L(25x3)
mm

25%

9-straps40x3mm
9-straps50x3mm
9-straps60x3mm

C31R

11-straps20x3mm

C32R
C33R
C34R

Group-- 4R

Columns dimension;
(mm)

C25R

stirrupsdensificationattop+
bottomofcolumns

Group-2R

C21R

stirrupsdensificationattop+bottom
ofcolumns

C12R

11-straps30x3mm
125

250

1250

10

250

8

15

0.76%

4L(25x3)
mm

20%

11-straps40x3mm
11-straps50x3mm

C35R

11-straps60x3mm

C41R

13-straps20x3mm

C42R
C43R
C44R

stirrupsdensificationattop+
bottomofcolumns

Group-1R

C11R

stirrupsdensificationattop+
bottomofcolumns

ColumnsNo.

Groups

Table [5] Comparison between ultimate loads obtained from experimental and finite element analysis for (RC) columns
with external confinement for damaged (RC) columns

13-straps30x3mm
125

250

1500

12

250

8

17

0.72%

4L(25x3)
mm

17%

13-straps40x3mm
13-straps50x3mm
13-straps60x3mm

C45R

36
%
42
%
50
%
57
%
64
%
36
%
42
%
50
%
57
%
64
%
36
%
42
%
50
%
57
%
64
%
36
%
42
%
50
%
57
%
64
%

Ultimateloadsform
(KN)

columncarryingcapacity
%

(EXP)

(FEA)

(EXP)

(FEA)

940

986

142%

148%

1020

1084

١٥٥%

163%

1039

1117

157%

168%

1061

1139

161%

171%

1097

1162

166%

175%

820

836

131%

133%

845

861

135%

137%

867

887

139%

141%

879

914

140%

145%

895

941

143%

150%

691

714

113%

115%

711

743

116%

120%

745

788

121%

127%

781

803

127%

130%

800

843

130%

136%

616

631

103%

105%

626

663

105%

110%

646

682

108%

113%

683

703

114%

117%

700

731

117%

121%

R:
: Rehabilitated columns.
Δ:
: Height of stirrups densification zones at top + bottom of columns; mm [Δ]
(∆/H) : Parentage of stirrups densification at top + bottom of columns; %
L
: Equal steel angle
A ss: : Parentage of covered steel surface area to column surface area

Stirrups
distribution
method

Columns
dimension;
(mm)
b

t

Group -2

C 21
C 22
C 23
C 24

Regular
distribution @
41 mm
(∆/H=100%)

125

h

Slenderness
ratio [λ]

Columns No.

Groups

Table [6] Parametric study by using (FEA) for internal confinement during construction for (RC) columns
Total
No. of
stirrups

750

6

19

1000

8

25

250

Stirrups
volumetric
ratio; %
[ρ t]

% of stirrups
densification at
top + bottom of
columns; %
(∆/H)

Long.
steel
ratio;
[µ]

Ultimate
loads
(KN)
(FEA)

805
770
1.58 %

100 %

1%

1250

10

31

749

1500

12

37

715
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6 mm @ 125mm
6 mm @ 41.67 mm
250
a 125

6 8 mm

6 mm @ 41.67 mm
250
a 125

6

125

H- =1000 mm
H=1250 mm
125

8 mm

6 mm
@ 125mm

H- =500 mm
H=750 mm

6

8 mm
6 mm
@ 125mm

8 mm

6 mm
@ 125mm

H- =750 mm
H=1000 mm

a 125

6

125

6 mm @ 41.67 mm
250

6 mm
@ 125mm

H- =1250 mm
H=1500 mm

250

125

8 mm

125

6

a 125

6 mm @ 41.67 mm
250

Figure[3]Location ofstrain gauges

Figure [1]Concretedimension and stirrupsdensificationdetailsforgroup -1 with different
percentageofstirrupsdensification (∆/h)33,25,20 and 17%anddifferent slendernessratio
(λ) 6,8,10 and12 respectively

Figure [4] Wooden forms for columnscasting

Figure [2]Reinforcementforgroup -1 with differentpercentageofstirrupsdensification
(∆/h)33,25,20 and 17% and differentslendernessratio (λ) 6,8,10 and12 respectively
Figure [5]Columns casting
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Figure [9]Removalofdamage concrete

Figure [6]Columns curing

Figure [7] loading frame and test setup
Figure [10] Replacement of damaged concrete by grout mortar
Rehabilitation damaged Zone

Transvers strap
Variable width

Transvers strap
Variable width

External Vertical Angle
25 x 25 x 3 mm

Welding Point

Figure[8 Localized removal and replacementofdamaged concrete

External Vertical Angle
25 x 25 x 3 mm

Epoxy

Figure[11]generalrehabilitation technique fordamaged columns
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Figure [12] Using epoxy adhesive mortar to ensure full contact
between angles and concrete columns

Figure [16] Detailsofsteeljacketingforgeneral rehabilitation byusing four external vertical
steelangles(25x25x3)mmconnected with variablenumberofhorizontalsteelstraps(7, 9,
11 and13),different slendernessratio (6,8,10and 12) andpercentageofcovered steel
surface areato column surface area36 %

Figure [13] Warpingthehorizontalstrapsaroundthecolumn and fixationofstraps and
anglesbywelding

Figure [14] Applying epoxyadhesivemortarto ensurefullcontactbetween strapsand
concrete columns

Figure [17] Relationship between slendernessratio (λ)andultimateload for columns with
internal confinementbyusingdifferentpercentage ofstirrupsdensification (∆/h)33,25,20
and 17% anddifferentslendernessratio (λ) 6,8,10 and12 respectively

Figure [15] Detailsofsteeljacketingforgeneral rehabilitation ofcolumnswith slenderness
ratio6 for group -1Rwith avariableofpercentage ofcovered steelsurface areato column
surface area36,42,50,57 and64%respectively
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Figure [20]Relationship between slenderness ratio (λ)and percentageofcolumn
carrying capacitywith adifferentpercentageofcovered steel surface areato column surface
area (ASS)36,42,50,57 and64 %and control columns

Figure [18]Failuremodeofcolumn for group-1 with internal confinementbyusing
differentpercentageofstirrupsdensification (∆/h)33,25,20 and 17%anddifferent
slendernessratio (λ) 6,8,10 and 12 respectively

Figure [21] Relationship between percentageofcolumns carryingcapacityand
percentageofcovered steel areato column surface area (ASS)with adifferent slenderness
ratio (λ=6,8,10 and12) forrehabilitated columns

Figure [19] Relationship between slendernessratio (λ)andultimateload withdifferent
percentageofcovered steel surface areato column surface area(ASS)36,42,50,57 and 64
% and control columns

Figure [22] Relationshipbetween loadsandstrain atcorner and middlesteelbars for
verticalinternalreinforcementaswell as strain at second and fourth steelstraps forgroup 1Rwith slendernessratio (λ=6)andpercentage ofcovered steelsurface areato column
surface area(ASS=36%)

Figure [23]Failuremodesoftherehabilitatedcolumns.
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Figure [24] Concretestressstrain curve (fcu=20 MPa)

Figure [27]Modelinglongitudinaland stirrups

Figure [25]Modelingofconcreteelements

Figure [28]Modelingofsteeljacketing technique

Figure [26] Idealized stress-strain forreinforcing steelbars(fy=280 MPa)

Figure [29] Boundarycondition and Loading method ofcolumn specimen
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with differentslendernessratio (λ)6,8,10 and12 andpercentageofcovered steelsurface
areato column surface area(ASS)36%

Figure [32]Comparisonbetween slenderness ratio (λ)and percentageofcolumn
carrying capacityobtained from(FEA)and (EXP)resultsexternalconfinementfor
damaged (RC) columnswith differentslendernessratio (λ)6,8,10 and 12 andpercentage
ofcovered steel surfaceareato column surfacearea(ASS)36%

Figure [30] Comparison between slenderness ratio (λ)andultimateload obtained from
(FEA)and (EXP)resultsforcolumns withinternal confinementbyusingdifferent
percentageofstirrupsdensification (∆/h)33,25,20 and 17%anddifferent slendernessratio
(λ) 6,8,10 and 12 respectively
Figure [33] Comparison between percentageofcolumnscarryingcapacityand
percentageofcovered steel areato column surface area (ASS)obtained from(FEA) and
(EXP)resultsexternal confinementfordamaged (RC) columns

Figure [31] Comparison between slenderness ratio (λ)andultimateload obtained from
(FEA)and (EXP)resultsforexternal confinement fordamaged (RC) columnsgroup-1R

Figure [34] Comparison between modesoffailureobtained from(FEA)and (EXP) for
columnswith internalconfinementbyusingstirrupsdensification attop and bottomof
columns[∆/H]33%
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Figure [38] Comparison between modesoffailureobtained from(EXP.) and (FEA) for
Columnsrehabilitated by4 angles25 x3 and straps60 x3 mm

`

Figure [35] Comparison between modesoffailureobtained from(FEA)and (EXP) for
columnswith internalconfinementbyusingstirrupsdensification attop and bottomof
columns[∆/H]25 %
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Figure [36] Comparison between modesoffailureobtained from(FEA)and (EXP) for
columnswith internalconfinementbyusingstirrupsdensification attop and bottomof
columns[∆/H]20 %

Figure [39] Details of reinforcement for group -2 with different
slenderness ratio (λ = 6,8,10 and 12) and regular distribution of
stirrups each 41.67 mm [∆/H] 100%
Figure [37] Comparison between modesoffailureobtained from(FEA)and (EXP) for
columnswith internalconfinementbyusingstirrupsdensification attop and bottomof
columns[∆/H]17 %
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Figure [40] Comparison between slenderness ratio (λ) and ultimate loadobtained from(FEA)resultsforcolumnswith internal confinementbyusingdifferentpercentageofstirrups
densification attop and bottomofcolumns[∆/H] 33,25,20 and17 % and regular stirrupsdistribution each41.67 mm[∆/H]100%

Figure [41] Relationship between slenderness ratio (λ)andtheoptimumpercentageofcovered steelsurface areato column surface area(Ass) for rehabilitated columns
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